Welcome to Valencia. 15 years sharing huges and
friendships
______________________________________________
DANCERS
MICHELLE MARSIDI & JOACHIM DIETIKER

With their flowing, sensual and graceful style, Michelle and Joachim harmoniously combine the traditional essence
of tango with dynamic elements of contemporary tango.
In their teaching they strive to create a sensitive, vibrant and unique connection in the couple and with the music.
With useful exercises and imagery, precise technical explanations and body mechanics, and an open flow of energy
and ideas, they aim to find freedom and pleasure in movement and expression.
Thousands of students worldwide subscribe to their YouTube Video Channel, where they post many videos of past
classes and shows.

They are regularly invited to perform and teach at many prestigious events and festivals.
They give intensive Immersion Seminars as well as tango holiday seminars in lovely vacation locations. Both speak
multiple languages and have taught classes in German, English, French, Spanish and Italian.

DJ INVITED: MARCELO ROJAS

Great tango DJ. Argentinian from the La Boca Neighbourhood, and reference point for today’s tango DJs. Since 1992
he “musicalizes“ milongas in Buenos Aires and all over the world. He is organizer of the legendary milonga of the
"Confitería Ideal" and musicalizer of the Buenos Aires radio station “2 x 4 Radio”, where he has demonstrated great
musical knowledge of the tango genre, musical taste and sensitivity. His experience in making milongas work makes
that, with him at the DJ’s console, the dancers feel that they are in Buenos Aires.

LOCAL DJS

GABRIEL FOLQUÉS
PEPE IBÁÑEZ

Gabriel has learnt from teachers of teachers like Juan
"El Pibe de Picassent". Our most charismatic tango DJ. Carlos Copes, Eduardo Arquimbau, Mingo Pugliese,
Eduardo Rivarola and especially Gloria and Rodolfo Dinzel.
Every Saturday and at every event he makes us love
As a tango teacher he is recognized by the CETBA and the
tango with his excellent selections from the works of
the best orchestras. He also acts as a DJ at milongas and organization Dinzel International. He has over 20 years of
experience in teaching tango. Since September 2012 he is
festivals in Valencia and the region.
secretary for Europe of Dinzel International, the first
international organization for the research, study,
dissemination and teaching of tango dancing.

GUILLERMO ÁLVAREZ
Guillermo Álvarez. Teacher and dancer of Argentine
Tango. Owner of the Tiempo de Tango Academy, the
first school of Argentine Tango in the Valencian
Community since 2002. Recognized and honored in
2013 as one of the Pro Diffusion Institutions of

MARCEL FABRA
Marcel Fabra’s main principle is that the protagonist in a
milonga is not the DJ but music and the dancers. He plays
tangos mainly from the golden age, but occasionally
blends in tandas from other decades. With his personal
style he creates a nice atmosphere in the milongas he

Argentine Tango in Valencia by the Argentine Consulate “musicalizes”.
of Barcelona. (2002 up to now). For 15 years, he
musicalizes the main milongas of the Valencian
Community.

LUIS ORLANDO Y MAITE COCA

BLANQUITA ROVITTI
Blanquita Rovitti. "La Rosarina" dj tango music.
Argentinian dj. She “musicalizes“ milongas in Rosario,
Buenos Aires, Paraná, Mar del Plata. In Los Angeles,
California (USA). In Spain: Valencia, Madrid, Cullera,
Benidorm, Denia, Alicante. Next presentation in
Barcelona and Paris.

Over the last years, Luis Orlando and Maite Coca have
been capturing with their cameras the most important
tango moments in Valencia and other places. Their
magnificent photographs reflect much more than dance
steps: they focus on the embrace and the dancers’ feelings
and emotions

_________________________________________
VALE 4

This is an Instrumental Tango Trio with arrangements dedicated especially for dancing in Milongas.
The three musicians of Argentine origin based in Europe, have a long history on the best stages of this continent.
Damián D`Alessandro - Bandoneon
Nicolás Quintela - Double bass
Fer Herrera – Piano
_______________________________________________________________

ANALÍA BUETI

She was born in Buenos Aires. Her parents were teachers of folkloric dances, and from the beginning she was
introduced to the world of acting as a member of different dance companies of traditional folklore, and entered

over time in the world of music . She received artistic training in Buenos Aires (General Theater San Martin , Ricardo
Rojas Cultural Center, National Academy of Tango, among the most outstanding.) In Spain she perfected herself
with the prestigious singing teacher Amparo Dorado and in the field of interpretation with the Actor Miguel Bras.
She is currently the singer of the Argentine tango company "Berretin de Buenos Aires". She furthermore performs
as a soloist and is promoting tango in different projects all over Spain.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

PROGRAM AND PRICES
TIME

ACTIVITY

PRICES
NONMEMBER MEMBER

FROM TO
Thursday, October 12
16:00 Festival check-in
17:00 18:30

Tango class (Michelle and Joachim) Milonga with
traspie. Part 1

10€

15€

20:00 03:00

Welcome Marathon Milonga. Live Music Vale 4 trio. DJ:
12€
Pepe Ibáñez.

16€

Friday, October 13
11:00 12:30

Tango class (Michelle and Joachim) Milonga with
traspie. Part 2

11:00 12:30 Tango -Dj Class: (Marcelo Rojas)

10€

15€

10€

15€

Free milonga on the beach (Paseo de La Malvarrosa). Dj
12:30 14:30
Blanquita Rovitti
18:30 20:30

Afternoon Milonga /Drinks NOT included/Free in pack
Dj Gabriel Folqués

23:00 03:00

Milonga with performance by invited artists. Dj Marcelo
12€
Rojas

4€

6€
16€

Saturday, October 14
12:00 13:30

Tango class (Michelle and Joachim) : Musicality. Part 1:
10€
Rhythm. Time, setback and multiple times

15€

17:30 19:00

Tango class (Michelle and Joachim) : Musicality. Part 2:
10€
Melody

15€

18:00 20:30

Afternoon Milonga/Drinks NOT included/Free in pack Dj
4€
Marcel Fabra

6€

21:30 23:00 Gala Dinner + (Menu)

25€

25€

23:00 03:30 Milonga with performance. Dj Marcelo Rojas

15€

20€

Tango class (Michelle and Joachim) : Musicality. Part 3:
10:30 12:00 Musical Performance and Decorations for the "Ocho
10€
cortado"

15€

12:30 14:30 Milonga in La Almoina Square Dj Pepe Ibáñez.

-

-

8€

12€

All milongas + Club Tango C.V. shirt

45€

60€

All milongas + Gala Dinner+ Club Tango C.V. shirt

70€

85€

Single classes

10€

15€

Pack 5 classes (Class dj not included)

45€

70€

Sunday, October 15

17:30 21:00

Farewell milonga with typical horchata and fartons.
Singer: Analía Bueti Dj Guillermo Álvarez

PACKS MILONGAS

CLASES

ACCOMMODATION AND VENUE
HOTEL OLYMPIA
Avda. Maestro Rodrigo, 5. 46120 Alboraya (Valencia)

Olympia Hotel, Events & Spa is a modern and functional 4-star hotel located in Alboraya, Valencia, just 5 minutes by
underground from the Old Town and the commercial center of the city, in front of the Palmaret metro station. With
a strategic location that will allow you to easily access the main points of tourist interest in the city
The hotel offers to the festival participants the following prices for reservations (risk free booking
WITHOUT CANCELLATION / MODIFICATION FEES TO 2017 -Oct. - 09
Double room. Accommodation + breakfast. Room price per night

65€ la noche

Single room. Accommodation + breakfast. Room price per night

60€ la noche

For reservation, please contact the hotel BOOKING DEPARTMENT, pointing out that you are coming to the tango
festival:
Phone: +34 963033392 E-mail: reservas@olympiagrupo.com
FINAL DATE FOR RESERVATION HOTEL IS 12/09/2017. After this date availability cannot be guaranteed
- The reservation of the room includes breakfast, parking, free access to the pool, discount in the spa and free WI-FI
- It is possible to have lunch or dinner at the hotel.
Lunch buffet: 12€. (Thursday, 12 and Sunday, 15: 14€)
Dinner buffet: 12€
OTHER NEARBY HOTELS
Hotel Olympia Universidades Calle Dr. Vicente Zaragozá, 13 46020 Valencia. Phohe: +34 96369 21 29. (Web /Map)
Hotel Renasa: Avda Cataluña nº5. 46010 Valencia Phone 24 hours : +34 96 369 24 50. Web: (Web/ Map)
_____________________________________________________________________________

VALENCIA

Valencia combines history and modernity, mountain and beach, art and cuisine. We enjoy this beautiful city
and its mild Mediterranean climate. Visit the historic center you will find many surprises behind every
street. The landmarks of modern Valencia as the City of Arts and Sciences and the Oceanographic surprise
you.

Location

Arriving

What to visit

Move by Valencia

_____________________________________
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
PAYMENTS
IBAN: ES90 0081 7352 43 0001425253
BIC: BSABESBB (For payments from outside of Spain)
Beneficiary: Club Tango Comunidad Valenciana
Payment of the options you have chosen has to be done by bank transfer or deposit to the abovementioned
account BEFORE SEPTEMBER 28TH. Before that, please send the registration form. Proof of payment must be sent,
together with your full name, phone number and the amount paid, to inscripciones@tangovalencia.es. You will
receive a confirmation email and the booking will be firm.
Please write to this email also if you have any questions relating to registration or payment.
You can also reach us by phone:
Miguel: +34 690 000 829
- For the Hotel reservation, please contact the hotel BOOKING DEPARTMENT, pointing out that you are coming to
the tango festival:
Phone: +34 963033392 E-mail: reservas@olympiagrupo.com
FINAL DATE FOR RESERVATION HOTEL IS 12/09/2017. After this date availability cannot be guaranteed
- Tickets for the milongas include one non-alcoholic drink, EXCEPT WHEN STATED OTHERWISE.
- The price for members is exclusive to members of Club de Tango Valencia.
- The Club reserves the right to make changes in the program if deemed necessary by the board. Should such
changes occur, they will be communicated promptly.
- If weather conditions do not allow the milonga on the beach, it will be held at the Hotel Olympia instead.
- Tickets for workshops and milongas are only valid for the day indicated.
- CANCELLATIONS: until October 7, 2017 without cancellation fee.
From this date on, cancellations will only be accepted for justified reasons. Where appropriate, the amounts already
paid will be reimbursed to depositors.
- PHOTOS AND VIDEOS:

By participating in the 15th Valencia Tango Festival, you agree to be filmed or photographed, either by participants
or by the organizer. You also agree that these images may be used in public or private social networks or used for
publicizing the event. You have no right to claim compensation or withdrawal of the images or videos in which you
might appear.
By completing and sending the registration form you agree to these terms and conditions.

REGISTRO/REGISTRATION

